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Abstract: Accurate model development and efficient representations of multivariate trajectories are
crucial to understanding the behavioral patterns of pedestrian motion. Most of the existing algorithms
use offline learning approaches to learn such motion behaviors. However, these approaches cannot
take advantage of the streams of data that are available after training has concluded, and typically
are not generalizable to data that they have not seen before. To solve this problem, this paper
proposes two algorithms for learning incoherent dictionaries in an offline and online manner by
extending the offline augmented semi-non-negative sparse coding (ASNSC) algorithm. We do this
by adding a penalty into the objective function to promote dictionary incoherence. A trajectory-
modeling application is studied, where we consider the learned atoms of the dictionary as local
motion primitives. We use real-world datasets to show that the dictionaries trained by the proposed
algorithms have enhanced representation ability and converge quickly as compared to ASNSC.
Moreover, the trained dictionaries are well conditioned. In terms of pedestrian trajectory prediction,
the proposed methods are shown to be on par (and often better) with the state-of-the-art algorithms
in pedestrian trajectory prediction.

Keywords: dictionary learning; human motion analysis and synthesis; incoherence; online learning

1. Introduction

With the advent of self-driving vehicles in urban environments, safe navigation via
precise motion prediction of other moving agents such as motor vehicles, cyclists, and pedes-
trians is of utmost importance. Out of the three aforementioned agents, understanding
and predicting the pedestrian mobility patterns poses the biggest challenge. This can
be attributed not only to the mobility rules being less clear and their frequent violations,
but also to the complicated interaction between pedestrians and other commuters.

Recently, many machine learning methods have been proposed to model the complex
pedestrian mobility patterns by utilizing contextual features [1,2] and/or the interactions
among other commuters [3,4]. In addition to these, the classical methods for trajectory
modeling, i.e., Markovian-based [5] and clustering-based [6] methods have also been used
to solve this problem. The aim of Markovian-based methods is to learn a state-transition
model from the training trajectory samples. Once this model is trained, it can then be
used to predict the motion trajectory by utilizing the current state and the agents’ latent
intent (e.g., goal). On the other hand, clustering-based techniques group the training
trajectories into a small group of clusters, fit a predictive motion model, e.g., a Gaussian
Process [7] to each cluster, and make predictions by sampling from the model. As the
Markovian methods make predictions using the current state only, it is much more affected
by the ever present measurement noise. Although clustering-based methods have been
shown to make comparatively accurate predictions, their ability to detect agents’ behavioral
changes is rather slow [8]. Additionally, they (in accordance with [5]) also suffer from
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incomplete/occluded trajectory samples, typically found in real datasets. This causes issues
with the trajectory clustering of the partial samples, frequently leading to the creation of
similar clusters, resulting in repetitive predictions. Collecting datasets with fully un-
occluded trajectories is difficult, as such collections are often made in crowded locations,
e.g., traffic intersections, shopping centers, parks, and university campus areas; where a
pedestrian trajectory can often be hidden behind other pedestrians, agents or immovable
obstacles etc.

In another work [9], which is the inspiration for this paper, the authors proposed a
pedestrian trajectory prediction model by combining the advantages of Markovian-based
and clustering-based methods. They modeled the pedestrian trajectories using a Dictionary
containing segmented trajectories (termed motion primitives), which are learned using
a sparse representation-based dictionary learning algorithm (also known as embedding
learning) [10]. Once the motion primitives have been learned, the transitions between
these motion primitives are modeled via Gaussian Processes (GP). In comparison to [5],
this method can be trained using partial trajectories and does not require estimation of
the agents’ goal. Recently, this method has been extended by a number of research works
towards solving the pedestrian trajectory estimation problem. As a dictionary learning
algorithm, the key to its success is the ability of the learned dictionary to provide the best
possible sparse representation of the training dataset. To achieve this, the motivation is to
learn a dictionary whose column vectors (atoms) are minimally correlated, called incoherent
dictionaries, which helps the sparse coding algorithms in finding sparser solutions [11].
Moreover, low coherence has been shown to result in dictionaries which are referred to as
well-conditioned [12].

In most of the techniques discussed so far (except for [5]), learning is performed in an
offline (batch) mode. However, with the popularity of big data, this offline setting becomes
impractical in the scenario where the training samples are made available incrementally or
when the autonomous agent moves to a new environment where it has not been trained
before. As batch learning cannot be performed incrementally, in such scenarios, the pre-
trained models lose their generalization ability when facing new pedestrian behaviors and
environments. Here, the incremental learning models, often called online learning models,
have the flexibility of capturing new behaviors by considering the newly available samples
instead of having to train from scratch. This online paradigm is relevant for creating a
system which is efficient and significantly better aligned towards autonomous driving
applications where real-time learning is a necessity. Additionally, storing and relearning
from old and newly available data, in the case of batch learning, could be detrimental to
pedestrian privacy as well. However, an online learning agent can continue to improve
the prediction model by training on new data examples without requiring the storage of
past data. Moreover, online learning can enable systems with resource-constrained devices
to learn using batches of big data gradually, whereas working with the entire dataset may
be infeasible.

Based on the discussion presented so far and inspired by the work presented in [9],
this paper presents two extensions of [9] aiming at improving it even further; first, we
extend its framework to learn incoherent dictionaries which are a basic requirement for
achieving efficient sparse representation. Second, we present an online learning algorithm
to learn incoherent dictionaries which can update the learned model with new information
whenever new pedestrian trajectory data are made available.

To summarize, the major contributions of this research are as follows: (i) A new inco-
herent dictionary learning algorithm for pedestrian motion prediction; (ii) a new online
incoherent dictionary learning algorithm which can perform incremental training while
maintaining knowledge from different environments; (iii) a detailed performance analysis
of data representation ability of the learned dictionaries, highlighting the advantages of
learning incoherent dictionaries; (iv) and a detailed comparison between the proposed
algorithms and its contemporary methods in pedestrian trajectory estimation on bench-
mark datasets.
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We begin by reviewing the relevant research works in Section 2, Section 3 provides
some preliminary background of dictionary learning formulation and summarizes the
augmented semi-non-negative sparse coding algorithm and the prediction model. The
proposed incoherent dictionary learning algorithms are presented in Section 4; specifically,
the batch dictionary update approach is presented in Section 4.2.1, followed by the online
dictionary update approach in Section 4.2.2. A comprehensive performance evaluation of
the proposed methods is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the manuscript.

2. Related Work

This section provides a summary of the related works falling under the pedestrian
motion prediction class and methods that learn the motion primitives incrementally.

A number of research works have been presented recently in the domain of pedestrian
motion prediction. In [13], authors use graph-attention networks to capture the spatio-
temporal interactions among pedestrians. Similarly to [13], the authors in [14] model the
pedestrian interactions with an attention graph and perform significantly better in terms
of fewer learned model parameters and prediction accuracy. In [3], authors propose an
LSTM-based model (conveniently called Social-LSTM) geared towards incorporating social
interactions in the pedestrian trajectories. These social interactions were modeled using
social pooling with predefined local grids. Instead, the authors in [15] use a multi-layer
perceptron network to extend the social pooling technique and use the recurrent Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) in place of LSTM. In [16], authors utilize a directed social
graph to model the agent location and speed direction. Furthermore, they use a temporal
stochastic method to model the uncertainty in social interactions to improve trajectory
predictions in crowded scenarios. The authors in [4] modify the Info-GAN [17] architecture
by replacing the `2 loss term with an entropy-based loss function to improve networks’
generalization performance for the trajectory-prediction horizon of over several seconds.
For a detailed review of deep learning-based techniques for pedestrian trajectory detection,
the reader is referred to Section 3 in [18].

In [9], the authors proposed a dictionary learning algorithm, termed Augmented
Semi Non-negative Sparse Coding (ASNSC), to represent the pedestrian trajectories in
terms of motion primitives (atoms of a dictionary) and their pair-wise transitions. This
work was extended in [19] called Transferable ASNSC (TASNSC) where the trajectories
were projected into a normalized alternate environment independent coordinate system
with the aim of learning a prediction model which can easily be generalized to different
environmental geometries.

TASNSC was further extended as an incremental learning framework, SILA [20],
where the model was incrementally updated when new trajectory samples/datasets were
available. SILA used the TASNSC method to separately learn dictionaries/motion prim-
itives on different datasets. These motion primitives were then combined together in a
single model by fusing similar motion primitives together. This way, the model size was
kept from growing linearly and better prediction performance was reported. Similarly
to SILA, which could merge two sets of motion primitives at a time, the authors in [21]
proposed a fusion framework which could fuse any number of models. An online learning
method for motion patterns is proposed in [8] where GPs are used to compare newly
learned behaviors with old ones and if considered novel enough, adding the new behavior
into the model. Authors in [5] proposed a Growing Hidden Markov Model (GHMM) to
perform incremental learning for pedestrian motion prediction. This method had a strict
requirement of training on complete trajectories, which as discussed earlier, is difficult in
crowded environments. An incremental learning model to predict full-body human motion
is proposed in [22], where the authors use a pre-defined set of motion primitives and the
relationship among them is incrementally extracted using HMMs.

The recently proposed incremental learning algorithms SILA [20] and SimFUSE [21]
have been shown to generate high quality predictions when compared with other state-of-
the-art algorithms. These methods learn the baseline motion primitives using the dictionary
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learning method ASNSC [9] and perform fusion of the learned motion primitives for
performance improvement. However, as will be shown in the experimental Section 5.2.2,
the dictionary extracted with the ASNSC method can contain atoms which are highly
correlated, which affects the overall performance of the downstream methods when using
such coherent dictionaries. To alleviate this issue, we extend the ASNSC method to learn
incoherent dictionaries. When leveraging the post-processing methods such as SILA, our
learned dictionaries lead to significant performance improvement as compared to ASNSC,
(see Section 5.2.3). Furthermore, we present an online dictionary learning algorithm which
has the flexibility to seamlessly update learned model when new samples are available.
Detailed preliminary information about ASNSC [9], the agent trajectory model, and the
used prediction model are provided in the next section.

3. Background

This section reviews the basics of the dictionary learning framework and sets the
baseline for methods presented in this work. We further discuss the augmented semi-non-
negative sparse coding (ASNSC) [9] method for the application of pedestrian trajectory
modeling. In the upcoming sections, matrices will be represented as bold capital letters A,
vectors as bold small letters a, scalars as small letters a, and subscripts/superscripts will be
clarified according to the context.

3.1. Dictionary Learning-Based Sparse Signal Representations

Consider a data matrix Y ∈ Rp×N consisting of N real-valued data vectors yi of size p.
In order to generate a sparse signal representation of Y, dictionary learning (DL) algorithms
aim to find an over-complete (fat) dictionary D ∈ Rp×K and a sparse representation matrix
X ∈ RK×N . In this framework, each sample yi is represented by a linear combination of a
few dictionary columns (atoms), i.e., yi = Dxi, with a sparse xi. These methods have been
shown to work well in applications such as compressed sensing [23], image restoration [24],
fMRI signal analysis [25], and face recognition [26], etc.

As natural data can take many different forms, e.g., non-negative image pixel val-
ues, further research has been conducted to find interpretable part-based representations.
Examples include non-negative sparse coding (NSC) [27] and non-negative matrix factor-
ization (NMF) [28] algorithms, where the non-negativity constraint is imposed on sparse
coefficients xi and dictionary atoms dk. Similarly, the semi-non-negative sparse coding
algorithm [29] constrains the sparse coefficients as non-negative, while allowing dictio-
nary atoms to take on any value. Keeping the sparse codes non-negative simplifies their
interpretation, i.e., the activation or absence of a basis function, however they bring other
issue along with them. For example, two atoms with the same magnitude but opposite
signs might cancel each other out [29], thus making the sparse coefficients’ interpretation
difficult.

3.2. Augmented Semi-Non-Negative Sparse Coding

Consider the following optimization problem [9],

arg min
D,X

L(D, X) =
1
2
‖Y−DX‖2

F + λ ∑
i
‖xi‖1 (1)

subject to: dk ∈ D, xki ≥ 0, ∀ k = [1, . . . , K], i = [1, . . . , N].

Here, the loss function is composed of two parts, the first is called the data fidelity term
(a Frobenius norm of the residual) and the second is the sparsity penalty (`1-norm of
the representation vector), λ ≥ 0 is the sparsity controlling parameter, and D is the
feasible set containing atoms dk. The data fidelity term forces the model to learn a good
signal approximation, while the sparsity penalty is used to promote the sparseness of the
learned coefficients.
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This optimization problem is linked with prior works in multiple important ways.
For example, constraining D = Rp

+ in (1) results in the non-negative sparse coding (NSC)
problem of [27]; furthermore, λ = 0 leads to the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
problem [30]. Finally, with dk being unconstrained, a semi-non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion (Semi-NMF) formulation is produced [29]. The main difference between the problem
formulation in (1) and prior works is its flexibility to impose different constraints on differ-
ent parts of the dictionary atom. This feature is the main use case of this formulation for
trajectory prediction problem [9]. Suppose our signal vector y is created by concatenating
two different signals coming from some sensors measuring an event in different modalities,
i.e., y> = [yu, yv]

>, where yu and yv are from different modalities and could have different
lengths. As a result of such a formulation, the dictionary atoms can be similarly partitioned
into d>k = [duk, dvk]

>, and can be constrained differently as well. Consequently, D in (1)
can be defined as [9]

duk ∈ Du, dvk ∈ Dv, f (duk, dvk) ≤ 0, ∀k, (2)

here, Du and Dv are the feasible sets and f (·, ·) is a joint constraint. We can choose Du and
Dv to reflect the properties of the data under consideration, e.g., dynamic range, sampling
rate, and discretization levels of the respective sensor measurements.

3.3. Agent Trajectory Model

Consider a two dimensional ith mobile agent trajectory, denoted as ti as a sequence of
2D positional measurements taken at a frequency of ∆ f . At each location, we can approximate
the agents’ velocity using the finite positional differences, i.e., (vxi, vyi) ≈ (∆xi ∆ f , ∆yi ∆ f ).
Here, we assume the mobile agents’ movement to be unconstrained, i.e., their velocities
(speed and direction) can vary depending upon different environmental conditions, in-
cluding traffic, signals, obstacles, and proximity to other agents. So, instead of speed, we
are interested in the agents’ heading direction which can then be used to approximate the
shape of a set of probable future paths. As a result of this formulation, our focus is on
modeling the trajectory shape which will help us in predicting the agents’ future trajectory
by using its current speed and the possible heading directions. To this end, we normalize
the input velocities at each point to be of unit magnitude; v2

x + x2
y = 1.

In order to work with the motion trajectories tis, we represent them as a column vectors
yi and combine them in a matrix Y. This is achieved by dividing the entire environment
where trajectories exist into a grid of size R× C (number of rows and columns) blocks
with width w. For each trajectory ti passing through a specific block rc, we compute their
normalized x-y velocities (vrc

xi, vrc
yi). Similarly, if the trajectory does not pass through a

block, its velocity is defaulted to zero. We keep track of an additional binary variable called
activeness arc

i , which stores whether the trajectory passed through a specific grid block or
not. Finally, following the formulation given in (2), the data vectors are established as

yui = [v11
xi , . . . , vRC

xi , v11
yi , . . . , vRC

yi ]> ∈ R2RC

yvi = [a11
i , . . . , aRC

i ]> ∈ {0, 1}RC. (3)

An example of a simple trajectory and its discrete representation is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Vectorized trajectory representation of a mobile agent [9]. ti is a sample trajectory which is
represented in a discretized world with an R× C grid size, and width w. The trajectory is represented
as a vector yi = [v>xi, v>yi , a>i ]>, where normalized velocities are represented by vxi, vyi, with ai being
the binary activeness variable.

The advantage of working with velocities instead of absolute positional values stems
from enforcing the non-negativity constraint on the sparse coefficients xki, as a result of
which, we are able to distinguish trajectories travelling in opposite directions, which is
useful in the prediction stage. The issue of two identical but opposite moving trajectories
is solved by incorporating the binary activeness variable, i.e., if the two atoms lower the
sample error in the optimization problem, the addition of their binary activeness variables
will increase it. This is further enforced by bounding the magnitude of velocity components
by their respective activeness variable, i.e., |vrc

xi| ≤ arc
i , |vrc

yi| ≤ arc
i . Additionally, if we relax

the binary assumption on the activeness variable and allow it to be a non-negative real
variable, they can be interpreted as the degree of confidence that a learned motion primitive
(atom) passes through some grid location [9].

Formalizing the above conditions in terms of the ASNSC formulation of (2), we obtain

duk ∈ R2RC, dvk ∈ RRC
+ , |dj

uk| ≤ dj
vk , |d2j

uk| ≤ dj
vk , (4)

here, bj refers to the jth entry of a vector b and (4) provides the constraints on velocity
variables of the motion primitives and their respective activeness variables.

3.4. Prediction Model

Once the ASNSC [9] learning process concludes, we receive a set of motion primitives
(atoms) D = [d1, d2, . . . , dK] and their respective sparse code matrix X. An example of
three learnt motion primitives is given in Figure 2a where each motion primitive has a
designated color. These learnt motion primitives are then used to segment the training
sample trajectories into clusters based on their similarity [9]. Figure 2b shows these clusters,
color coded according to the motion primitive that best describes them. In order to perform
motion predictions, a transition matrix T ∈ ZK×K is constructed from these clusters such
that each entry T(m, n) denotes the number of training sample trajectories transitioning
from the dm atom to dn atom.

Each sample trajectory is thus modeled as a concatenation of a set of dictionary atoms.
Starting with a given path, we first locate the atom m which most likely generated this
path; then, based on the transition matrix, we find the set of all possible subsequent
atoms {dn|T(m, n) > 0} to make a prediction. Here each transition is modeled as a two-
dimensional Gaussian Process flow field [6], leading to a set of transitions R such that
R = {rmn|T(m, n) > 0}. The final prediction is performed by sampling from this set.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. An example of motion primitives learnt using ASNSC [9,20]. (a) Three sample motion
primitives from the learned dictionary presented in discretized grid, each motion primitive dk is
shown in different color. (b) Shows a number of training sample trajectories which have been
segmented into three clusters using their similarity with the motion primitives given in (a). The black
arrows signify the transition from cluster i to cluster j based on the Transition matrix T when their
respective entry in non-zero, i.e., T(m, n) > 0. The x and y axis are in meters.

4. Proposed Methods

One key requirement for the success of any dictionary learning algorithm is its ability to
learn a dictionary which can provide the best possible sparse representation for the training
dataset. In order to perform efficient sparse coding, the sparse coding algorithms require
coherence between the given dictionary atoms to be as low as possible [31]. The coherence
µ(D), called mutual coherence, is a property that characterizes the correlation (similarity)
among dictionary atoms. For a dictionary of size K, it can be defined as [11]

µ(D) = max
1≤m,n≤K, m 6=n

d>mdn

‖dm‖2‖dn‖2
. (5)

Consider the following constrained optimization problem (Basis Pursuit) [31]

min
x
‖x‖1, subject to ‖y−Dx‖2 < ε, (6)

then, Theorem 3.1 in [31] provides a relationship between the sparsity of the representation
vector x and the mutual coherence µ(D). It states that if ‖x‖0 < 0.25(1 + 1/µ) (x is sparse
enough), then the solution stability of (6) is bounded by

‖x− x̂‖2
2 ≤

4ε2

1− µ(4‖x‖0 − 1)
. (7)

Here, x̂ is the approximated solution, ‖ · ‖0 is the `0-pseudo-norm which counts the number
of non-zero entries of its argument, and ε is the representation error (signal noise) given
in (6). (7) shows that for ε = 0, the exact solution of (6) is guaranteed. Furthermore, authors
in [11] have shown that a dictionary with low coherence requires less atoms to better
represent the data, i.e., they improve signal sparsity [11], as their atoms are forced to be as
discriminative as possible.

In this section, we present our proposed extensions to the ASNSC model [9] given
in (1) by introducing an incoherence penalty into the optimization problem

arg min
D,X

L(D, X) =
1
2
‖Y−DX‖2

F +
µ

2
‖G− IG‖2

F + λ ∑
i
‖xi‖1 (8)

subject to: dk ∈ D, xki ≥ 0, ∀ k, i,
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here, D is the set of all possible vectors adhering to the constraints given in (4). Similar
to (1), the first term in the right side of our objective function is the data fidelity term,
the second term is introduced to promote learning mutually incoherent dictionary atoms
(incoherence penalty) [32], the third term is the sparsity penalty, and µ ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0
are the incoherence and sparsity controlling parameters. In the incoherence penalty term,
G = D>D is the Gram matrix and IG contains the main diagonal of G. The off diagonal
entries of the gram matrix G are the inner products seen in (5) (ignoring denominator
terms), with the highest off diagonal entry being the mutual coherence µ(D). The proposed
penalty measures the Frobenius distance between the matrix G and IG, where IG can be
considered as a Gram matrix of an orthogonal dictionary with zero µ(D). This method
of enforcing incoherence between dictionary atoms has been shown to be effective as it is
directly linked with the approximation accuracy of the objective function [32].

Although the objective in (8) is non-convex, it does admit a multi-convex structure in
D and X, separately [33], and can be solved via an alternating optimization strategy that
guarantees its convergence to a local minima. This approach is used in most dictionary
learning algorithms to approximately solve (8) which consists of two alternating steps,
a sparse coding step and a dictionary update step. These steps are alternated until some
convergence criteria are satisfied. These steps are discussed next.

4.1. Sparse Coding Step

Keeping the dictionary D fixed, solving for X reduces (8) to

min
X

1
2
‖Y−DX‖2

F + λ ∑
i
‖xi‖1 s.t.: xki ≥ 0, ∀ k, i. (9)

Since each sparse code vector xi corresponding to the signal vector yi is modeled inde-
pendently from the others, the above problem can be solved for each xi individually.
Furthermore, (9) can be written as a constrained quadratic program (QP) by considering
the `1 norm penalty as ∑ki xki due to the non-negativity constraint on it. Thus, there are
several off-the-shelf optimization algorithms available to solve (9). We chose to work with
qpsolvers (https://pypi.org/project/qpsolvers/ accessed on 15 August 2022), a quadratic
programming solvers library for the Python programming language, which contains a
number of individual solvers optimized for different structured problems. From available
solvers, we chose quadprog which uses a dual algorithm [34] to solve the sparse coding
problem. This solver was found to be faster than the rest and provided fairly accurate
results for our problem.

4.2. Dictionary Update Step

In this step, the sparse code matrix X is kept fixed, and the solution for D is found by
solving the following reduced problem

min
D

1
2
‖Y−DX‖2

F +
µ

2
‖G− IG‖2

F s.t.: dk ∈ D, ∀ k. (10)

Solutions to (10) generally follow two different avenues to solve the above dictionary
update step, i.e., sequentially updating dictionary atoms [24,35], by breaking the global
minimization problem of (10) into K sequential minimization problems or by solving for
the entire dictionary at once [9].

We propose two different solutions to solve the problem given in (10);

A1 A batch learning approach, where the entire dictionary is updated at once, using the
entire dataset.

A2 An online learning approach, where we train the dictionary atoms, one at a time,
using a small batch from the entire dataset.

https://pypi.org/project/qpsolvers/
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The batch learning approach is called A1, and the online learning approach is called A2 in
the rest of the manuscript. The dictionary update rules under both approaches are given
next.

4.2.1. A1: Batch Learning Approach

For the batch learning approach, taking the gradient of (10) with respect to dictionary
D, we obtain

∇D = (DXX> − YX>) + 2µ D(G− IG). (11)

Let Dold be the dictionary at the previous iteration; the updated dictionary is approximated
by taking a step in the opposite direction of ∇D to perform the steepest gradient descent,
i.e.,

D̃ = Dold − α∇D, (12)

where α > 0 is the step size which should satisfy 0 < α < 2/‖XX>‖2 to guarantee
convergence. So, we choose to set α = min(0.01, 1/‖XX>‖2) which has been found to
achieve stable results. The reason for upper bounding α = 0.01 stems from our dictionary
initialization, which is initialized with random entries taken from a Normal distribution,
followed by constraining its column entries according to (4). As a result of this, the initial
sparse code matrix X contains very few small entries, as the initial dictionary used to
compute it is not representative of the data. This leads to a small ‖XX>‖2 (low largest
singular value) with a high inverse. Thus, upper bounding it with α = 0.01 has been found
to bring stability in the first few iterations.

In this dictionary update step, we did not consider the constraints given in (8). For the
trajectory modeling application considered here, these constraints are given in (4), where
each entry of the atom is constrained separately, so, following the dictionary update, we
project all dictionary atoms into the feasible set according to (4). The stopping criteria
for the overall process are set using the dictionary convergence rate (The dictionary con-
vergence is computed as dconv = ‖Dold −D‖F/K ≤ 0.001) and a maximum number of
iterations, whichever comes first. The pseudo-code of the proposed A1 algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: A1: Incoherent dictionary learning algorithm

Input: Data matrix Y ∈ Rp×N , D ∈ Rp×K, λ, µ, max iterations (noIt)
1 Initialization:
2 Set X = 0, α̂ = 0.01, Initialize D with a random matrix and project its columns to
D using (4),

3 while not converged do
4 X← qpsolver(Y, D, λ)
5 Compute ∇D using (11)
6 Update α = min(α̂, 1/‖XX>‖2)
7 D̃ = Dold − α∇D
8 D← project(D̃) using (4)

Output: D, X

4.2.2. A2: Online Learning Approach

In this section, we present our online dictionary update strategy to solve (10). This
strategy can be seen as an extension to the algorithm proposed in [35] to learn an incoherent
dictionary in an online manner, called A2. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is outlined
in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: A2: Online incoherent dictionary learning algorithm

Input: Data matrix Y ∈ Rp×N , λ, µ, and BatchSize (nB)
1 Initialization:
2 Set X = 0, α̂ = 0.01, t = 1, Initialize D ∈ Rp×K with a random matrix and project its

columns to D using (4)
3 A0 ← 0, B0 ← 0 (No past info)
4 while not converged do
5 Draw an nB sampled mini-batch Yb randomly from Y,
6 Xb ← qpsolver(Yb, D, λ)

7 Update leverage parameter β = t
t+(N/nB) , t = t + 1

8 Accumulation step:
9 At ← βAt−1 + 0.5 XbX>b

10 Bt ← βBt−1 + 0.5 YX>b
11 Dictionary update step:
12 for k = 1 : K do
13 Let e ∈ RK be a zero vector with ek = d>k dk,
14 Update α = min(α̂, 1/akk)

15 h = dk − α
[
Dak − bk + 2µD(D>dk − e)

]
16 dk ← project(h) using (4)

Output: D, X

Assuming the training data samples yi to be i.i.d. samples from some probability
distribution p(y), instead of using the entire dataset Y, we will work with a mini-batch
taken from Y, denoted by Yb at each iteration of the learning process (sparse coding and
dictionary update). As the samples of mini-batch Yb are i.i.d., the sparse coding step can be
kept same as that used for algorithm A1 (Section 4.1), but instead of finding codes for the
entire dataset, at each iteration, we only find codes for the mini-batch samples.

Similar to [35], our dictionary update step utilizes the block coordinate descent with
warm restarts to update the dictionary for each new data batch. Starting from zero, the ma-
trices A and B are used to carry all the information from past sparse coefficients (see lines 9–
10 in Algorithm 2). Their updates are tempered by using a leverage parameter β = t

t+c ,
which starts out with a small value, and slowly increases towards unity, i.e., 0 < β < 1.
This slope is controlled by parameter c, which is set as c = N/nB, where N is the size of
the dataset (or a large number) and nB is the mini-batch size. This selection is observed to
work well in our experiments. Moreover, this parameter can be reinitialized on the go if the
new batch is considered slightly out of distribution or deemed more important during the
online updates.

For the dictionary update step, we update each dictionary atom sequentially, using
the atomic gradient of (10) as given below:

∇dk = Dak − bk + 2µD(D>dk − e), (13)

where dk is the kth atom, ak is the kth column of A, bk is the kth column of b, µ is the
incoherence controlling parameter, and e ∈ RK is vector of all zeros except its kth entry
which is ek = d>k dk. The learning step α is updated automatically using a similar strategy
as for the A1 algorithm, i.e., α = min(α̂, 1/akk), where akk is the kth diagonal entry of matrix
A. Since the coefficients Xb are sparse, and the learned dictionary is incoherent, most of the
coefficients of A are concentrated along its main diagonal, making the block-coordinate
descent even more efficient. This update step ensures that the learned atom is forced to
have low coherence with all other dictionary atoms. Finally, the updated atom is projected
back to the feasible set using (4). The entire procedure is repeated until convergence.
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4.3. Convergence Analysis

Although the objective in (8) is non-convex, it admits a multi-convex structure in
D and X separately [33], and can be solved via an alternating optimization strategy that
guarantees its convergence to a local minima. We have used this approach in both of our
methods to approximately solve (8), which consists of two alternating steps, a sparse coding
stage and a dictionary update stage. The same sparse coding step is used in both A1 and
A2 algorithms which we solve using a constrained quadratic problem which guarantees
convergence to a local minima [34]. Similarly, the objective function for the dictionary
update (10) is convex and is updated using gradient descent in the A1 algorithm and block-
coordinate descent in the A2 algorithm, which guarantee the reduction in the objective
towards a local minimum [35]. Additionally, the feasible setD in (10) is shown to be convex
as well [9].

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we perform two sets of experiments to evaluate our proposed algo-
rithms. First, we compare the proposed methods in terms of the learned dictionary quality
in the context of signal reconstruction, dictionary coherence, and average signal sparsity.
Second, we present a performance comparison of the pedestrian trajectory prediction
problem using real world pedestrian trajectory datasets in two additional settings, to be
explained later in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

The datasets used in these sections are as follows: ETH [36] and UCY [37]. The ETH
dataset contains two scenes, ETH-University (called ETH for short) and Hotel. The UCY
dataset contains three scenes Zara01, Zara02, and Univ. The majority of trajectories in these
datasets are in the horizontal direction except the Hotel scene, where the majority of the
trajectories are vertical. The sampling rate for all measurements is 2.5 Hz. For illustration
purposes, 25 randomly chosen trajectories from each dataset are shown concurrently in
Figure 3. For additional details, readers are referred to [36] for ETH, and [37] for UCY
datasets.

All experiments were carried out on a Windows 10 laptop, equipped with 11th Gen
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 and 16 GB 4267 MHz RAM. The programming language used was
Python v3.8.

Figure 3. 25 randomly sampled trajectories from each dataset. ? represents the trajectory start-
ing point.
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5.1. Experiment 1: Dictionary Quality Assessment

In order to compare the quality of dictionaries learned by different algorithms, we
consider the following three general metrics:

1. Signal Representation Power: How well the dictionary can represent the given signals,

Reconstruction Error =
‖Y−DX‖F
‖Y‖F

. (14)

2. Dictionary Condition: This relates to the dictionary atom coherence; a smaller value
is better,

Dictionary Coherence =
K

∑
i=1

K

∑
j=i+1

d>i dj

‖di‖2 ‖dj‖2
, (15)

which can be easily computed by summing the upper triangular part of the Gram
matrix G = D>D.

3. Average Signal Sparsity: The number of atoms used to represent a given signal on
average, a smaller number is better.

Average Signal Sparsity =
‖X‖0

N
. (16)

Here, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix, ‖ · ‖2 is the `2 norm of a vector, ‖ · ‖0 is the `0
pseudo-norm which counts the number of non-zero entries of the argument, and N is the
dataset size. These metrics are not independent, i.e., increasing the number of dictionary
atoms leads to a reduction in the reconstruction error at the expense of dictionary coherence.
On the other hand, reducing the number of atoms, typically leads to an increase in the
reconstruction error and average signal sparsity. In order to perform a fair comparison,
in this experiment, we fix the size of the dictionaries to K = 50 atoms.

The tests on all five datasets were performed separately. For each dataset, the data
matrix Y ∈ Rp×N is created as discussed in Section 3.3 with w = 50 cm, containing all
trajectories with length ≥ 20. In order to reduce the size of each vector y, we omit those
grid positions where no trajectory passes. This simple pre-processing step leads to p� RC.
The spatial resolution (w) of the grid should be selected carefully as a small value will not
only lead to a significantly large data vector, but will also result in empty grid slots between
two trajectory sampled points for a relatively fast moving agent. On the other hand, setting
a larger value could cause multiple sample points to end up in the same grid location.
As the datasets under consideration contain pedestrian trajectories, a spatial resolution of
50–100 cm is considered sufficient.

Starting with a randomly initialized dictionary D, we use ASNSC [9], A1 and A2
algorithms to train the dictionaries. For each algorithm, the gradient descent step size is set
to α̂ = 0.01 and maximum training iterations are upper bounded by 150. For ASNSC, A1
and A2, the incoherence controlling parameter µ and sparsity controlling parameter λ are
chosen by performing a grid search, as discussed in Section 5.1.2. For A2, the batch size is
set to 32. All experiments were repeated 10 times and the average scores for each algorithm
and each dataset are reported in Table 1.

Looking at the reconstruction error scores in Table 1 for all algorithms, we find that
their final scores are very similar, with A1 being slightly better on average, and that
all algorithms were able to converge within 150 iterations. This is the consequence of
keeping the dictionary size the same. This highlights the fact that all three algorithms
are stable, as with everything else remaining the same, their performance (on average)
is within a small margin of error. Moving on to dictionary coherence scores in Table 1,
we see that on average, A1’s coherence score is 20% and A2’s coherence score is 23%
lower than ASNSC. Furthermore, the average signal sparsity achieved by A1 and A2
is 11% and 15% lower than ASNSC’s scores, respectively. This shows that A1 and A2
algorithms were able to reach the error floor by using less atoms on average. Thus, the
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atom redundancy level in the dictionary recovered by ASNSC is much higher than that
of A1 and A2’s dictionaries. Having a low coherence dictionary does lead to atoms with
better generalization capabilities, which will be further highlighted in the next experiment
of pedestrian trajectory prediction.

Table 1. Performance comparison between dictionaries learned by ASNSC [9], and the proposed
algorithms A1 and A2. Lower is better.

Algorithm ETH Hotel Zara1 Zara2 Univ Average

Reconstruction Error

ASNSC 0.391 0.563 0.729 0.742 0.877 0.661

A1—(Batch) 0.386 0.570 0.723 0.730 0.862 0.654

A2—(Online) 0.395 0.562 0.721 0.732 0.870 0.656

Dictionary Coherence

ASNSC 9.986 18.737 19.822 18.157 19.636 17.267

A1—(Batch) 8.259 16.938 17.245 15.722 13.715 14.376

A2—(Online) 7.392 17.514 16.162 14.140 14.804 14.002

Average Signal Sparsity

ASNSC 3.198 2.972 6.528 4.764 5.336 4.560

A1—(Batch) 2.882 2.614 5.704 4.062 5.334 4.119

A2—(Online) 2.632 2.514 5.208 3.812 5.626 3.958

The run-times of a single iteration over the ETH dataset for the three algorithms is
given in Table 2. We observe that the execution times for ASNSC and A1 are almost the
same. This is expected as they both perform block dictionary updates and have similar
complexities for the dictionary update step. Here, most of the time is taken by the non-
negative sparse coding algorithm. On the other hand, A2 takes almost double the time
for a single complete iteration which is attributed to the fact that it is an online learning
algorithm and goes through the dataset one batch at a time. Thus, the sparse coding
method is implemented for each batch separately. Additionally, the dictionary is updated
sequentially, i.e., one atom at a time. These two loops contribute to the increase in execution
time of the A2 algorithm.

Table 2. Single iteration time (in seconds) for each algorithm for training a dictionary with 50 atoms
on ETH dataset.

D Update X Update Time

ASNSC 0.073 0.121 0.194

A1 0.071 0.121 0.192

A2 - - 0.375

5.1.1. Dictionary Convergence

To visualize the convergence behaviour of the three algorithms, we present their
convergence graphs for the three aforementioned metrics on all datasets in Figure 4. From
the graphs, we observe that the convergence of the reconstruction error is directly linked
with how incoherent the dictionary atoms are; the lower the coherence, the faster the
reconstruction error convergence. This is especially true for ASNSC’s convergence graphs.
Looking at the graphs for the Hotel dataset, we see that the coherence curve of ASNSC falls
within range after 120 iterations, leading to a slower convergence of the reconstruction
error as well. On the other hand, the reconstruction error and average sparsity graphs of
A1 approach their respective floors much earlier than others. Furthermore, from the graphs
of the University dataset, we see that A2’s reconstruction error graph converges last; this
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could be attributed to the fact that the University dataset has the highest number of sample
trajectories, and during the accumulation phase of the A2 (see line 9 and 10) Algorithm 2,
the growth rate of β is low. This can be avoided by changing the scaling constant in line 7
of the Algorithm 2. Finally, for the Zara02 and Univ datasets, the oscillation frequency of
the ASNSCs’ coherence curve is much higher than A1 or A2. This oscillation also manifests
in its reconstruction error and signal sparsity graphs as well.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Convergence graphs for the three metrics, for all algorithms and datasets. The reconstruction
error, dictionary similarity (coherence), and signal sparsity metrics are computed using (14), (15) and (16),
respectively. (For interpretation of the line colors, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

5.1.2. Parameter Selection

In addition to the sparsity-controlling parameter λ, the proposed algorithms also
require selection of the incoherence controlling parameter µ. For the results reported in the
previous section, for each dataset, we performed a grid search with λ = [0.0005, 0.0008, 0.0015,
0.0025, 0.005] and µ = [0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.06] and selected the ones which gave us the
lowest scores in terms of the reconstruction error. An example of such a search on the ETH
dataset is shown in Figure 5, where we can see that a higher µ generally leads to a lower
dictionary coherence and reconstruction error. Moreover, for A1, it is observed that for a
low µ < 5× 10−2, increasing λ up to 2.5× 10−3 leads to an increase in the reconstruction
error and dictionary coherence; however, for λ = 5× 10−3, the scores see a small dip. This
effect, however, is not so visible in A2’s results, where increasing λ generally leads to slight
increase in both metrics. Moreover, for µ ≥ 5× 10−2, an increase in λ does not show any
specific trend. On the other hand, for a fixed λ, increasing µ, on average, leads to a lower
recon error and dictionary coherence.

Figure 5. The effects of incoherence parameter µ and sparsity controlling parameter λ on reconstruc-
tion error (14) and dictionary similarity metric (15) are shown on both algorithms performance using
ETH dataset and w = 50 cm.
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5.2. Experiment 2: Pedestrian Trajectory Prediction

For this experiment, we follow the methodology of prior works [13–15,20] and use the
following two metrics for prediction performance evaluation:

1. Average Displacement Error (ADE) [15], which is the mean Euclidean distance be-
tween the true and predicted trajectory over a given time horizon H, given by

ADE =
1
H

tobs+H

∑
i=tobs+1

‖pi
true − pi

pred‖2, (17)

here, pi
true and pi

pred are the samples at time t in the true and predicted trajectories,
respectively. The last observed time sample is tobs, after which the prediction starts.

2. The final Displacement Error (FDE) is the final prediction error at the end of the time
horizon H, given by

FDE = ‖ptobs+H
true − ptobs+H

pred ‖2 (18)

5.2.1. Prediction Method

Starting with an observed trajectory, we first find the dictionary atom (motion primi-
tive) which most likely represents the given observed trajectory, referred to as the observed
primitive. Then the transition set R is used to find all possible future directions the trajec-
tory (of set rmn) might take from the observed primitive, i.e., all possible GPs. This gives us
a set of Gaussian distributions, which are then sampled to obtain a set of predicted future
trajectories.

5.2.2. Comparison with Baseline

In this section, we compare the raw prediction performance of ASNSC with the
proposed A1 and A2 algorithms. Similar to [20], we use 4 out of 5 datasets for learning
the dictionaries and evaluation is performed on the remaining dataset in a leave-one-out
strategy. Two additional datasets (Zara03 and UCY uni examples) are also used for training,
but not for testing [13–15,20].

For evaluation, we observe each trajectory for eight sample points (3.2 s) and predict
the next twelve points (4.8 s). The methods compared are; a Linear model which assumes
constant velocity as at the last observation point, ASNSC, A1, and A2 algorithms. ASNSC
and A1 algorithms are offline, and A2 is an online learning algorithm. Apart from the
Linear model, the rest perform trajectory predictions as summarized in Section 5.2.1. Similar
to [13–15,20], we sample 20 trajectories from the predicted distributions and choose the one
closest to the true trajectory for evaluation. The dataset feeding order for the online A2
algorithm is chosen in a similar way to [20], given in Table 3, which will also be used as the
training order in Section 5.2.3. Similar to ASNSC, for A1 and A2 we set the initial dictionary
size to K = 30 and increase the dictionary size every 15 iterations, and the maximum
learning iterations limit is set to 300. The final prediction results are outlined in Table 4.

Table 3. Dataset feeding order for the online learning.

Evaluation Set Training Order

ETH uni examples, Univ, Zara03, Hotel, Zara02, Zara01

Univ Hotel, Zara03, uni examples, Zara02, Zara01, ETH

Hotel uni examples, Univ, Zara03, ETH, Zara02, Zara01

Zara01 uni examples, Univ, Zara03, ETH, Zara02, Hotel

Zara02 uni examples, Univ, Zara03, ETH, Zara01, Hotel
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Table 4. ADE/FDE scores for each evaluation dataset using the leave-one-out strategy.

ETH Hotel Univ Zara01 Zara02 Average

Linear 0.92/2.20 0.37/0.84 0.62/1.44 0.45/1.04 0.58/1.33 0.53/1.24

ASNSC 0.78/1.40 0.42/0.90 0.61/1.34 0.50/1.05 0.52/1.14 0.56/1.16

A1 0.75/1.38 0.40/0.87 0.59/1.31 0.51/1.04 0.49/1.11 0.54/1.14

A2 0.70/1.39 0.35/0.81 0.57/1.29 0.45/0.88 0.42/0.89 0.50/1.05

Looking at Table 4, we see that the prediction scores of A1 are slightly lower than
ASNSC’s scores except for Zara01 where ASNSC’s ADE score is better than A1’s. However,
the A2 algorithm is seen to perform better than its competition over all the testing datasets
consistently. Moreover, the average final dictionary size of A2 algorithms was found to
be less than A1 which was close to ASNSC, i.e., 55 < 60 < 62, respectively. This further
highlights that the dictionary learned by the proposed algorithms are better conditioned
and have fewer redundant atoms. For illustration, we show two example trajectories from
the ETH dataset concurrently in Figure 6. Here, the first eight samples are the input and
the next twelve are predictions of their respective methods. For the top example, the linear
method fails as it predicts motion in the same direction as that of the final input sample,
whereas ASNSC, A1, and A2 were able to follow the ground truth path much better. Here,
in terms of ADE, A2 < A1 < ASNSC << Linear, and for FDE, A1 < ASNSC < A2 << Linear.
A similar trend can be observed in the bottom example as well, where A2’s prediction was
able to follow the ground truth much better than the other methods.

Figure 6. Two example trajectories from the ETH dataset and their predicted trajectories. (For
interpretation of the line colors, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

5.2.3. Comparison with Recent Works

In this section, we use the motion primitive fusion algorithm SILA [20] as a post-
processing method to obtain even better results as compared to the raw scores presented in
Section 5.2.2. SILA is an incrementally learning algorithm which uses ASNSC to learn a
dictionary from different datasets and incrementally fuses the learned dictionary atoms
together using the atom coherence metric (5). Let γ (the fusion parameter) be the coherence
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metric between two motion primitives dm and dn; if the coherence is greater than some
threshold, SILA merges both primitives together by taking their average. This way, the SILA
algorithm can update the learned dictionary when a new dataset is acquired and is shown
to perform better than the naive batch learning approach [20].

Next, we augment our learning algorithms with SILA to leverage its performance
extraction capabilities and compare them to recently presented works on interaction-aware
pedestrian motion prediction algorithms like Social-STGCNN [14], STSGN [16], STGAT [13],
GAT [38], and SGAN [15]. To this end, we use four SILA-based variants as described below:

1. SILA-ASNSC: Here ASNSC [9] algorithm is used to train a dictionary (from ran-
dom initialization) for each dataset in the training order given in Table 3, with each
dictionary fused with the previous one using SILA [20].

2. SILA-A1: Same as part 1, except the dictionaries are learned using A1 algorithm.
3. SILA-A2-Simple: Here, we train a new dictionary (from random initialization) for

each dataset using A2 algorithm. We reset accumulation variables A, B, and the
dictionary for training over the next dataset. The resulting dictionaries are fused
using SILA.

4. SILA-A2-Snap: Here, after learning the dictionary from the first dataset, we keep
the accumulation variables A and B, set the leverage parameter β = 0.5 and keep a
snapshot of the learned dictionary. Training over the next dataset leads to a warm
restart using A, B, and the previously updated dictionary. Upon training completion,
SILA is used to fuse the snapshot dictionary and updated dictionary together, resulting
in a new fused dictionary.

For the above SILA-based algorithms, (similar to [20]), we set the threshold for fusion
parameter γ = 0.6 as it was found to provide a good balance between the final dictio-
nary size and prediction accuracy. All considered models, except the Linear model, are
probabilistic, where we consider the best out of 20 sampled trajectories. The prediction
results for all aforementioned algorithms are given in Table 5. The results for SGAN,
STGAT, and Social-STGCNN were obtained using their code available in their respective
repositories from github. The rest were taken from their respective papers.

Table 5. ADE/FDE scores for each evaluation dataset under the leave-one-out strategy. Except the
Linear model, all other models are probabilistic, where we consider the best out of 20 sampled
trajectories.

Algorithm ETH Hotel Univ Zara1 Zara2 Average

Linear 0.92/2.20 0.37/0.84 0.62/1.44 0.45/1.04 0.58/1.33 0.53/1.24

GAT 0.68/1.29 0.68/1.40 0.57/1.29 0.29/0.60 0.37/0.75 0.52/1.07

SGAN-20VP 0.77/1.40 0.43/0.87 0.75/1.50 0.35/0.70 0.36/0.72 0.51/1.02

CGNS 0.62/1.40 0.70/0.93 0.48/1.22 0.32/0.59 0.35/0.71 0.49/0.97

STSGN 0.75/1.63 0.63/1.01 0.48/1.08 0.30/0.65 0.27/0.57 0.48/0.99

Social-STGCNN 0.63/1.08 0.49/0.86 0.44/0.79 0.34/0.53 0.30/0.48 0.44/0.74

STGAT 0.72/1.45 0.24/0.44 0.50/1.09 0.34/0.72 0.28/0.63 0.41/0.86

SILA-ASNSC 0.57/1.24 0.28/0.64 0.56/1.27 0.30/0.64 0.34/0.73 0.40/0.91

SILA-A1 0.55/1.21 0.27/0.62 0.53/1.25 0.28/0.61 0.33/0.74 0.39/0.88

SILA-A2-Simple 0.52/1.18 0.25/0.60 0.51/1.21 0.26/0.59 0.31/0.71 0.37/0.86

SILA-A2-Snap 0.51/1.16 0.24/0.59 0.51/1.20 0.24/0.57 0.27/0.69 0.35/0.84

The scores reported in Table 5 show that among the SILA-based algorithms, our pro-
posed variants were able to beat SILA-ASNSC in all scenarios based on both FDE and ADE
metrics. Furthermore, our A2-Snap variant ADE scores are very competitive as compared
with other algorithms, as, on average, it achieves the lowest ADE for 4/5 scenarios as well.
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Furthermore, in terms of FDE, it is the second best based on the reported average scores,
losing only to Social-STGCNN. This effect could be attributed to the pedestrian interactions,
which are incorporated by Social-STGCNN but not by us. Additionally, compared to vanilla
A2’s results, reported in Table 4, the A2-Snap variant scored 30% and 20% lower in terms
of ADE and FDE scores, respectively, owing to SILA fusion algorithm [20]. On average,
the final dictionary sizes for all SILA-based algorithms were similar.

5.2.4. Summary

In this section, we presented an in-depth performance review of the two proposed
incoherent dictionary learning algorithms. The first experiment compared the proposed A1
(batch) and A2 (online) algorithms with ASNSC [9] by comparing the quality of the learned
dictionaries in terms of their representation power. As discussed in Sections 1 and 4, for an
efficient sparse representation of some dataset, a dictionary with low coherence is desired;
thus, the metrics selected for dictionary quality comparison were data reconstruction error,
overall dictionary coherence, and the resulting average signal sparsity. The idea being that
an incoherent dictionary will require less number of atoms to well represent the dataset.
Using the 5 real-world datasets, in Table 1 we showed that the proposed algorithms not
only achieved a lower reconstruction error (owing to better representation ability), but they
achieved this by using, on average, fewer dictionary atoms (lower average signal sparsity).
This effect was expected as the overall dictionary coherence metric for the dictionaries
learned by proposed algorithms was much smaller than ASNSC.

Once the baseline assumption (incoherent > coherent dictionary) was validated, we
compared the raw trajectory prediction performance of the proposed methods with ASNSC
and presented the results in Table 4. In terms of both ADE and FDE, the proposed A2
algorithm performed better for all five datasets individually and on average as well. This
validated our belief that an incoherent dictionary should perform better for the trajectory
prediction application as well. Finally, we augmented the proposed algorithms with
an incremental learning fusion-based algorithm SILA [20] to leverage its performance
extraction capabilities and compared them with several interaction-aware and unaware
pedestrian motion prediction algorithms. The overall results presented in Table 5 show
that the proposed A2 variant SILA-A2-Snap was able to match the interaction-aware
method Social-STGCNN and clearly outperformed other SILA-based algorithms including
SILA-ASNSC.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented two incoherent dictionary learning algorithms for the
pedestrian trajectory prediction problem, using offline and online learning strategies.
The offline training algorithm learns a dictionary using the entire training dataset, while
online learning uses the warm restart strategy to learn on incrementally available data. The
learned incoherent dictionaries were first compared against the dictionaries learned by the
baseline ASNSC algorithm in terms of convergence rate, and representation power. We
showed that the incoherent dictionaries were able to not only converge faster, but also led
to lower reconstruction errors while utilizing fewer atoms from their respective dictionaries.
Next, the pedestrian trajectory prediction performance analysis was presented, where we
showed that the proposed algorithms consistently scored better than their baseline method
and provided comparable performance with respect to other pedestrian interaction-aware
prediction algorithms as well.

Under the framework used in this manuscript, the input trajectories were assumed
to be independent, leading to independently learned motion primitives. This is a limiting
assumption. Our next objective is to create a prediction framework where the temporal
information of an agents’ trajectory is also taken into account during prediction. Further-
more, in real-world environments, the sampled trajectories are often correlated. Thus,
an interesting research direction would be to augment the dictionary learning algorithm to
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capture such correlations, similar to [39], to further enhance the representation power of
the learned dictionaries.
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